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Abstract
The IoT platform environment consists of hundreds of thousands of distributed IoT devices and is
applied to individuals, businesses, and national facilities to provide services. This makes it difficult
to determine the cause, and analyze the failure, of the IoT system when an external attack occurs.
Because of this, an analyst performs an in-depth analysis of the IoT system and monitors it through
various methods. However, it is difficult to identify the time of an attack in many IoT devices;
therefore, this study proposes the MemTwin method to solve this problem. MemTwin performs a
high-speed memory dump on IoT devices and archives the collected memory as a single image to
confirm the IoT memory at the time the analyst wants. MemTwin achieves this through IoT memory, which can process FPGA -based parallel circuits and performs compression storage operations
by extracting only data differences between the memories generated between each dump, thereby
solving storage problems that occur in the existing memory dump process. In addition, by using a
memory recovery mechanism, a user of the IoT platform can sequentially analyze the memory in
depth for IoT device management.
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Introduction

The IoT platform environment consists of hundreds of thousands of distributed IoT devices and is applied to individuals, businesses, and national facilities to provide services. According to the development
of IoT technology, IoT platforms can be applied to smart factories, smart buildings, smart grid systems,
companies, institutions, and national infrastructure beyond the scope of personal use, such as smart plugs,
smart bulbs, and smart door locks [9, 10] The threat to the IoT platform is expanding beyond the scope
of individuals to companies and countries. As a result, security monitoring has become an essential
solution for maintaining a secure IoT platform [15]. However, the IoT platform, which constitutes the
core infrastructure, is composed of complex forms, such as interconnections between IoT devices, data
management systems, and firmware [11, 6]. To prevent threats, the Smart Control Center for monitoring
IoT platforms is performing checks for IoT devices and system threats that makeup the IoT platform.
However, the IoT platform configuration has a complex configuration, such as data generated through
the operation of the sensor information sharing and applications collected between the devices that make
up the platform [15, 5, 14]. Therefore, even if a problem occurs in one IoT device, it can have an adverse
effect on the entire platform [15, 14] . This makes it difficult to determine the cause and analyze the
failure of the IoT system when an external attack occurs. Therefore, the application of a systematically
advanced monitoring solution for IoT devices is required as an essential element for threat analysis in
the IoT platform.
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To build an advanced IoT platform security monitoring environment, it is necessary to address the resource problems of IoT devices, increase the risk of cyberattacks targeting IoT devices that are developing in real time, and the internal operation failure of IoT devices operating at a distance. Considering
these issues, it is necessary to apply a light solution that can be continuously updated to IoT devices for a
safe monitoring environment; however, IoT devices are produced by numerous sensors through various
vendors. This makes it difficult to solve the problem in a short period of time and apply the solution that
can prevent the threat of all IoT devices.
To minimize the threat that occurs in this environment, the memory, which is a basic component of the
IoT system, is monitored in real time rather than applying an independent solution to each IoT device.
The necessity of configuring the IoT platform through memory data analysis to detect abnormal signs
and find the cause of the remote IoT device in real time is increased.
However, memory dump operation for memory data collection is accompanied by a suspension phenomenon (a system-wide pause phenomenon) to minimize the variation in memory data generated during
the operation. As the memory capacity required for memory dump operation increases, the suspension
development time increases proportionally. This impedes the service availability of normal IoT devices.
In addition, IoT devices often have low computing resources because of their characteristics, and the suspension phenomenon caused by memory dump operations can have a greater impact on IoT devices than
normal computing systems. For example, because the size of memory information collected through
memory dump operation is proportional to the size of the memory, the available storage space of the
IoT device in operation is continuously consumed because the space for temporarily storing the memory
dump data is required before sending it to the monitoring system. Therefore, the proposed mechanism minimizes the suspension phenomenon by performing the replication of the entire memory data to
one clock through the parallelized memory dump operation based on FPGA to solve these limitations.
MemTwin performs a high-speed memory dump on IoT devices and archives the collected memory as
a single image to confirm the IoT memory at the time the analyst wants. Accordingly, MemTwin can
minimize the consumption of available storage capacity of an IoT device by extracting only essential
parts, where data is changed by system operation according to time flow, by sequentially storing the
memory dump data and the delta (real time change) values that have been performed by XOR operation
before one step. In addition, XOR calculation is performed on memory data collected in reverse order,
using a delta value based on the memory data at a specific point, where memory data are collected to
obtain original memory data in a previous step. This provides a mechanism for in-depth monitoring and
memory analysis of IoT devices operating in real time. In section 2, this study describes related studies
and the advantages of the proposed mechanism. Section 3 describes the structure and workflow of the
proposed mechanism. Section 4 presents the conclusions of this study.

2

Related Work

The MemTwin mechanism proposes a method to efficiently monitor various threats that may occur in
an IoT environment. In this section, we explain the research on monitoring in the IoT environment and
explain the advantages of the proposed mechanism. Many studies have been conducted regarding threats
in the IoT platform environment [?, 7, 13], this study highlights some of them. A monitoring study [8]
analyzed threats that may occur in IoT, generated logs at a point where threats may occur, and analyzed
them on the server. The study [12] which monitored IoT through blockchain used a private block chain
architecture to monitor the integrity of IoT devices and restore device configuration settings . In addition, the study [7] which monitored IoT network information was a more systematic study because it
used plug-ins for each protocol. Commercialized IoT monitoring platforms [2, 4, 1, 3] collect sensor
2
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information of IoT, application, and device log information to perform monitoring.
Research that monitored the response to threats from IoT has been conducted as well. The proposed
mechanism collects memory information for monitoring IoT, therefore, it is possible to confirm the overall situation of IoT, such as applications, networks, and sensor devices. In addition, the MemTwin mechanism performs a suspension phenomenon that may occur during the process of performing a memory
dump with an FPGA-based parallel circuit, thereby performing a memory dump more efficiently. Because memory information can be continuously collected by reducing suspense, the memory of the IoT
can be recorded as a video. Accordingly, the analyst can recover and reproduce the IoT memory at the
point in time when analysis is requested in the event of an IoT failure. The analyst can obtain information recorded in the memory of the log, and information that was recorded in the situation at the time.
MemTwin collects memory continuously because memory dumps are performed in parallel and collected
more quickly. The collected memory dump data archives only the change value of the previous memory
through the XOR. In the archiving process, if the difference between the memories is not large, it can be
efficiently compressed, to enable the memory archiving of the IoT to be performed to a minimum.

3

System Architecture of MemTwin

Figure 1: MemTwin’s IoT Device Structure and the Memory Structure Concept Applying FPGA-based
Parallel Processing Circuit.
In this section, we explain the structure and workflow of the MemTwin mechanism proposed in this
study. The mechanism-driven environment proposed in this study is similar to a general system with
CPU, memory, and storage, as shown in Figure 1 (a). To utilize the technology presented in this study,
the memory of IoT devices is divided into delta memory slot and live IoT memory. The live memory slot
3
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is a section where systems such as firmware operate; the delta memory slot is a temporary storage space
consisting of memory where the backed-up data is temporarily stored. The delta memory slot is a space
where delta data generated by XOR calculations during the memory dumping process is stored. Figure
1b compares the process of collecting and computing the real-time memory continuous collection technique of the low-lying mode of this mechanism, and the IoT memory reproduction technology according
to the parallel circuit with the existing memory dump operation process. The latter dumps the memory
cell in memory (a) to memory (b), and each cell moves in one second. However, according to the parallel
processing memory dump operation process proposed in this mechanism, the cell moves and calculates
from memory (a) to memory (b), and the entire dump is possible by parallel circuits in one second. Thus,
in this mechanism, this process allows relatively low-latency situations in which IoT devices suspend or
delay computational performance for dumps even during computational performance. This allows IoT
device memory dump collection to be collected more quickly and continuously.
The MemTwin mechanism performs high-speed memory dump operations for collecting, monitoring,
and in-depth analysis of memory information from IoT devices in real time. In the IoT memory dump
process, MemTwin utilizes the memory of the IoT device consisting of the parallel circuit of the FPGA
base to accomplish the dump. This way, the system suspension phenomenon generated in the memory
dump process can be minimized. The detailed memory dump process of MemTwin is described in subsection 3.1. In addition, the MemTwin mechanism proposed in this study solves the storage resource
consumption problem of existing memory dump data by securing light memory dump data, collecting
only the changed part, and comparing memory dump data at the present time and memory dump data of
the previous period. MemTwin can reverse the acquisition of memory dump data at a specific point in
time when analysis is required by using a delta measurement value that has information about the memory part changed, owing to the operation of the system during the memory dump process. By recovering
and analyzing IoT memory states operating at that point, we propose a mechanism that can efficiently
monitor time series-type system data and detect abnormal signs. The process of restoring memory situations at a particular point using delta data is described in section 3.2.

3.1

Memory Snapshot Workflow of MemTwin Mechanism

The MemTwin mechanism for memory data collection and monitoring of IoT devices performs highspeed memory dump using FPGA-based parallel circuits. The mechanism works in an IoT device environment consisting of a CPU, memory, and storage. Figure 2 shows the process of dumping in IoT
memory. The memory of the IoT device is categorized into the live memory slot(M2), backup memory slot (M1), and delta memory slot (M3), which has a memory structure including an FPGA-based
parallel processing circuit. All data located in the backup memory slot (M1) and the delta memory slot
(M3) in MemTwin are initialized to zero. For the XOR operation (2 in Figure 2) of MemTwin, the delta
memory slot selector (1 in Figure 2) selects M3 on the even number of tn and M1 on the odd number of
tn. The XOR operation proceeds in the delta memory slot and the selected live memory slot (M2). The
results are stored in the delta memory slot, which is not selected by the selector. The delta value stored
in the delta memory slot is stored through the run-length encoding (3 in Figure 2) process, through the
MemTwin. The run-length encoding process (3 in Figure 2) is a process for minimizing data in an IoT
device environment with insufficient resources. In the memory XOR result, only the changed part of the
memory is extracted. The smaller the changed part, the larger the amount of duplicated data. Therefore,
the size of the data can be minimized through the run-length encoding (3 in Figure 2) process.
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Figure 2: Memory dump operation process of MemTwin in IoT device environment

3.2

Memory Restoration Workflow of MemTwin Mechanism

In the MemTwin mechanism environment, when a user wants to recover memory data at a specific point
in time of the IoT device through a monitoring environment, the user restores the memory dump data
stored on the IoT device to a delta-memory value through a run-length decoding process. The re-stored
delta value performs live memory data and XOR operations currently used in the system, and the results of the XOR operations can be restored to the dump data at the previous point of the most recent
dumped memory. If the XOR operation is repeated to delta data generated in the restoration process at
specific times, the user can restore the memory dump data of the point in time the user wants. In the
process of performing the function of the IoT apparatus, when memory analysis is required, the user can
perform the memory dump more rapidly through the dump process proposed in this mechanism without
5
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Figure 3: Memory data recovery operation process at a specific point in MemTwin
the pause of the IoT function and calculation without much delay. MemTwin can reduce the capacity by
continuously dumping memory at a specific period, analyzing the changes in the previous memory dump
and the current memory dump in time series units, and storing the changed values using a run-length
encoding-based compression algorithm. For a user to obtain memory data at a specific point in time
through the memory recovery process of MemTwin, only the memory change value and the immediately
preceding point in time can be obtained through calculation. The memory dump process of the IoT device is continuously and rapidly recorded throughout the process; and thus, the data can be re-stored in
the memory at the time when abnormal signs occur during the IoT in-depth analysis process. Therefore,
the IoT device user can grasp the problem more quickly. In addition, when an IoT platform user wants
to remotely perform in-depth analysis of the target IoT, by applying the MemTwin mechanism, the initial
memory dump data, and a small amount of memory dump data from which the memory dump is changed
afterwards are transmitted to the server. Thus, the delay is minimized. MemTwin can be restored to a
specific point in time in IoT memory through a high-speed memory dump and archiving process through
an FPGA-based parallel processing circuit, which can improve efficiency and economic efficiency in
IoT system analysis. Figure 3 shows the IoT memory restoration process of MemTwin. Delta data are
stored in the mode in which the XOR operation is in real-time IoT memory dump and the previous XOR
result value, is added to the previous result. Thus, it is possible to shorten the operation in the memory
restoration process at a point in time when analysis is required. The analyst can perform the memory
6
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restoration with a simple calculation by performing the XOR operation with the Delta data of the point
in time when it tries to restore without using the whole XOR data of the immediately preceding point of
time. The server can perform XOR for restoration by decompressing the memory at the desired point in
time through the run-length decoder. As the memory dump is performed faster through the MemTwin,
it is possible to continuously record the operation process of the IoT. This enables IoT administrators to
perform problem identification faster.

4

Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a mechanism that can perform more efficiently, the memory collection of IoT
to monitor the problems and cyberattacks that may occur in IoT devices. The mechanism proposed is
for the replication of the entire memory data to one clock through an FPGA-based parallelized memory
dump operation to reduce the suspension phenomenon that may occur during memory dump operations.
The memory dump data is collected through the mechanism, and the continuous memory dump data is
restored to the time of the failure during the IoT accident analysis process. In addition, the mechanism
performs XOR operation on the dumped memory data to archive only the difference value to collect only
the changed part, and continuous memory collection is restored to the memory at the time of the problem. Because the XOR operation saves only the changed value of the memory dump data, it is possible to
perform more efficient compression through the run length encoder. Through the mechanism proposed
in this study, IoT analysts can play IoT memory as a video.
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